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DOOR ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION
USING RETROFIT FRAME.
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HANDLE SET

(X3) Door hinges
(X6) Frame hinges (X6)

(X1)(X2)

(X2)

Hinge set screw

Washers

Handle Faceplate
Screw 

(X3)Hinge pin

Cylinder Screw

(X3) Key

(X1) Cylinder
(X9) Black caps

Split Spindel

Handle Barrel Screw

Multi point lock comes 
factory installed in the 

door.

Frame Installation screws are not supplied as they
di�er for each installation application.
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Tools

Grinder

Tape measure

Hammer drill

Level

Jigsaw

Wood chiselMallet

Screwdriver

Allen key

Drill

Knife
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1. Review and compare door slab and frame labels to match 
the order & confirm all components present.

2. [Recommended] Spray paint face screws. (Customer supplied)
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3. REMOVE EXISTING DOOR 
 a. Remove Door Closer. (if applicable)
 

b. Remove Door Slab leaving existing frame intact.
c. Remove any existing Hardware.
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4. INSTALLING NEW FRAME- Main and Cover
The frame is made up of 6 total parts- 3 parts for the cover frame and 3 
parts for the main frame.

4a. COVER FRAME INSTALLATION

1. Lay pieces of Cover frame on the floor. 2. Put together by aligning tabs on door legs  
to slots on head piece.

3. Bend tabs with hammer.
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4b.  COVER FRAME INSTALLATION

1. Slide cover frame into opening. 2. Using a level - make sure it is square.
 (shim if necessary) 

3. Install 4 frame screws. 4. Make sure it is square.
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4c. MAIN FRAME INSTALLATION

1. Lay pieces of main frame on the floor. 2. Put together by aligning tabs on 
door legs to slots on head piece.

3. Bend with hammer.
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4d. MAIN FRAME INSTALLATION 
1. Line up main frame to the opening and mark (A) hinges, (B) Lock pins and (C) lock 
locations. (locations may need to be cut out) 

DIFFERENT INSTALLATION APPLICATION TIPS

A

A

A

C

B

METAL FRAME INSTALLATION

1. With grinder cut out
hinge, lock pin & lock
locations.

2. Use hammerdrill to remove
concrete behind new
cut outs. (if necessary)

3. Install door frame using
painted screws.

WOOD FRAME INSTALLATION

1. With jigsaw or wood chisel -
cut out Hinge, lock pin &
lock locations.

2. Install door frame - using
painted screws.
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4e. MAIN FRAME INSTALLATION 
Screw main frame (screws going through cover frame) in place.
(pre-drilling may be required)
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5. HINGES 

5a. Install 6 small hinges onto frame. Screw 
all the way in and turn back 1.5 times.

5b. Install 3 large hinge components to door 
slab, turn back 5 turns.

5c. Hang Door on frame. Align door slab to 
bottom hinge and slide in main pin. Slide pin 
to top hinge. (center hinge pin should be set 
after final adjustments) Make necessary
adjustments if needed.

5d. Check the gap around the door and frame are 
equal. Adjust the top and bottom hinge if neces-
sary. The center hinge should be done last. Hinges 
are designed to be adjusted in 3 ways. Washers 
are only used if the door slab needs to be raised. 
Frame and door hinges can be screwed in and out 
to adjust to frame.
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Frame Installation
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5. Open the package and carefully put the door
down on the floor. Be careful not to scratch it.

6. Screw the (6) frame hinges to the frame, all the way in
and unscrew one turn (360˚) Screw the (3) door hinges to the door

all the way in and the unscrew two turns (720˚)



6. HARDWARE 

6a. Install Cylinder. (line up thumblock vertically before securing)

6b. Door comes with built in locking mechanism. Do not try to remove. Locking mechanism 
has a reversible egress featur that can be changed using a single screw. Please confirm that 
the screwhead is facong the inside of the room. If Not follow these steps.

6c. Install split spindle making sure the short side
of the spindle is on the thumb latch side of the door.
(tighten spindle screw)
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6d. Install 2 barrel bolt to escutcheon
   faceplate.

6e. Install key side faceplate to door.

6f. Install interior faceplate to door. 6g. Secure the handset using 2 screws.
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7. FINAL ADJUSTMENTS

b. Install door closer. See seperate instructions in box.

a. Adjustable telescopic insert, with attached weatherstripping. Adjustable with 2 screws on side.

c. Install black plastic caps in frame. 
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Have Questions?
Contact us

info@RemoSecurityDoors.com
www.RemoSecurityDoors.com

NOTES


